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Chapter 1 : Essay and Resume: Where can i get help writing a speech custom-writing service
In literate societies, writing may be associated with formal style and speech, with casual style. In formal circumstances
(oratory, sermons), a person may 'talk like a book', adapting written style for use in speech.

Are there advantages and disadvantages for each form of communication? Status When we learn our own
native language, learning to speak comes before learning to write. In fact, we learn to speak almost
automatically. But somebody must teach us to write. It is not natural. In one sense, speaking is the "real"
language and writing is only a representation of speaking. However, for centuries, people have regarded
writing as superior to speaking. It has a higher "status". This is perhaps because in the past almost everybody
could speak but only a few people could write. But as we shall see, modern influences are changing the
relative status of speaking and writing. Differences in Structure and Style We usually write with correct
grammar and in a structured way. We organize what we write into sentences and paragraphs. We do not
usually use contractions in writing though if we want to appear very friendly, then we do sometimes use
contractions in writing because this is more like speaking. We use more formal vocabulary in writing for
example, we might write "the car exploded" but say "the car blew up" and we do not usually use slang. In
writing, we must use punctuation marks like commas and question marks as a symbolic way of representing
things like pauses or tone of voice in speaking. We usually speak in a much less formal, less structured way.
We do not always use full sentences and correct grammar. The vocabulary that we use is more familiar and
may include slang. We usually speak in a spontaneous way, without preparation, so we have to make up what
we say as we go. This means that we often repeat ourselves or go off the subject. However, when we speak,
other aspects are present that are not present in writing, such as facial expression or tone of voice. This means
that we can communicate at several levels, not only with words. Durability One important difference between
speaking and writing is that writing is usually more durable or permanent. When we speak, our words live for
a few moments. When we write, our words may live for years or even centuries. This is why writing is usually
used to provide a record of events, for example a business agreement or transaction. Despite this restriction,
speaking does have the advantage that the speaker receives instant feedback from the listener. The speaker can
probably see immediately if the listener is bored or does not understand something, and can then modify what
he or she is saying. When we write, our words are usually read by another person in a different place and at a
different time. Indeed, they can be read by many other people, anywhere and at any time. And the people
reading our words, can do so at their leisure, slowly or fast. They can re-read what we write, too. But the
writer cannot receive immediate feedback and cannot easily change what has been written. How Speaking and
Writing Influence Each Other In the past, only a small number of people could write, but almost everybody
could speak. Because their words were not widely recorded, there were many variations in the way they spoke,
with different vocabulary and dialects in different regions. Today, almost everybody can speak and write.
Because writing is recorded and more permanent, this has influenced the way that people speak, so that many
regional dialects and words have disappeared. It may seem that there are already too many differences that
have to be learned, but without writing there would be far more differences, even between, for example,
British and American English. So writing has had an important influence on speaking. But speaking can also
influence writing. For example, most new words enter a language through speaking. Some of them do not live
long. If you begin to see these words in writing it usually means that they have become "real words" within the
language and have a certain amount of permanence. Influence of New Technology Modern inventions such as
sound recording, telephone, radio, television, fax or email have made or are making an important impact on
both speaking and writing. To some extent, the divisions between speaking and writing are becoming blurred.
Emails are often written in a much less formal way than is usual in writing. With voice recording, for example,
it has for a long time been possible to speak to somebody who is not in the same place or time as you even
though this is a one-way communication: With the telephone and radiotelephone, however, it became possible
for two people to carry on a conversation while not being in the same place. Today, the distinctions are
increasingly vague, so that we may have, for example, a live television broadcast with a mixture of recordings,
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telephone calls, incoming faxes and emails and so on. One effect of this new technology and the modern
universality of writing has been to raise the status of speaking. Politicians who cannot organize their thoughts
and speak well on television win very few votes.
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Chapter 2 : Speech vs. Writing
There's just not much comparison between writing a guest blog on a website read by 20, people and giving a speech to
20, people! Speeches usually happen at paid events or company rah rah events - some of these have big budgets - and
a great speaker can get people amp'd up for days.

Search Differences between writing and speech Written and spoken language differ in many ways. However
some forms of writing are closer to speech than others, and vice versa. Below are some of the ways in which
these two forms of language differ: Speech is usually transient, unless recorded, and speakers can correct
themselves and change their utterances as they go along. A written text can communicate across time and
space for as long as the particular language and writing system is still understood. Speech is usually used for
immediate interactions. Written language tends to be more complex and intricate than speech with longer
sentences and many subordinate clauses. The punctuation and layout of written texts also have no spoken
equivalent. However some forms of written language, such as instant messages and email, are closer to spoken
language. Spoken language tends to be full of repetitions, incomplete sentences, corrections and interruptions,
with the exception of formal speeches and other scripted forms of speech, such as news reports and scripts for
plays and films. Writers receive no immediate feedback from their readers, except in computer-based
communication. Therefore they cannot rely on context to clarify things so there is more need to explain things
clearly and unambiguously than in speech, except in written correspondence between people who know one
another well. Speech is usually a dynamic interaction between two or more people. Context and shared
knowledge play a major role, so it is possible to leave much unsaid or indirectly implied. Writers can make
use of punctuation, headings, layout, colours and other graphical effects in their written texts. Such things are
not available in speech Speech can use timing, tone, volume, and timbre to add emotional context. Written
material can be read repeatedly and closely analysed, and notes can be made on the writing surface. Only
recorded speech can be used in this way. Some grammatical constructions are only used in writing, as are
some kinds of vocabulary, such as some complex chemical and legal terms. Some types of vocabulary are
used only or mainly in speech.
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Chapter 3 : 10 Tips On How to Write Conversationally | WTD
Writing vs. Speaking For screenwriters, John McWhorter's TEDTalk on texting grammar is a useful reminder of the
differences between how people talk and how they write. Speech is made up of word clusters with no discrete
punctuation.

And what is a normal speaking pace? The answers are not straight forward. Speech rate is the term given to
the speed at which you speak. A normal number of words per minute wpm can vary hugely. However, despite
these variables, there are widely accepted guidelines. Slow speech is usually regarded as less than wpm, or
words per minute. Conversational speech generally falls between wpm at the slow end, to - wpm in the fast
range. People who read books for radio or podcasts are often asked to speak at wpm. Auctioneers or
commentators who practice speed speech are usually in the to wpm range. Why change your speech rate?
Generally people are not conscious of their habitual speaking speed and if they are understood by those
listening there is little reason to change. However changes of audience and speech purpose can force a need to
become more aware of speaking speed. For example - a shift from one part of a country to another, from a
slower speaking area to a faster speaking one, will, through audience response, make a habitually slower
speaker aware of their speech rate. Similarly someone with naturally fast speech who takes a job requiring
presentations to colleagues or customers, will find themselves having to slow down in order to communicate
effectively. Experience and audience reaction will teach you that a one-size-fits-all approach will be far less
effective than careful variation in rate. Exercises to Change Speaking Rate If you know you speak either too
fast, too slowly or without speed variation then exercises to develop flexibility are what you need. Here are
two selections to choose from. Have fun with them! These exercises specifically address the undesirable
responses induced in an audience by a speaker either talking too quickly or too slowly. The second is to a
superb series of exercises presented by Lynda Stucky of Clearly Speaking. These are more for people whose
conversational speech needs attention. She has included excellent audio clips of herself reading the same piece
of text at varying speeds to illustrate how that alters the listening and understanding experience. Do you know
what your voice says about you? Return to top of speech rate page.
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Chapter 4 : Speaking vs Writing
One reason why a speech is like writing is that the audience cannot always interrupt to get immediate clarification, and
there are many people you are addressing, so you have to write in a way that they all can understand you and the
significance of your comments.

This work is available here free, so that those who cannot afford it can still have access to it, and so that no
one has to pay before they read something that might not be what they really are seeking. But if you find it
meaningful and helpful and would like to contribute whatever easily affordable amount you feel it is worth,
please do do. I will appreciate it. The button to the right will take you to PayPal where you can make any size
donation of 25 cents or more you wish, using either your PayPal account or a credit card without a PayPal
account. Significant Differences Between Writing 1 and Talking: Why Talking Seems Easier Richard
Garlikov For most young children talking comes before learning to write or type words, even misspelled
words, so at the stage of childhood where children can speak but are not yet able to write much, even if they
know what they might want to write, obviously speaking will be easier. However, for many, if not most
people, talking is generally still easier even after their basic physical ability to write down or type words has
caught up with their ability to say them. And talking is generally still easier for most people even when their
writing vocabulary exceeds their speaking vocabulary, as it does for many or most decently educated adults.
And I do not believe that this is just a matter of speed and convenience. While it is true that talking is, for most
purposes, quicker than writing 2 , it is not the slowness of writing that makes writing difficult in those cases
where it is difficult. It would, of course, be time-consuming, laborious, and frustrating for two or more people
in proximity to write messages to each other in a conversation rather than to simply speak to each other, but if
they had to do it, it would only be slower than talking, not more difficult to know what to write; one would
write simply what one would say. People do this all the time when passing notes back and forth during a
business meeting, a class lecture, or a church sermon. Writing such notes is a situation in which writing is not
more difficult than talking. But if one were to try to write an essay or book report simply by dictating it instead
of writing or typing it, it would be neither easier nor faster for most people because the problem is not that it
takes longer to write than to talk. It is my contention that writing is different from, and generally more difficult
than, talking because writing tends to occur under conditions which make it more difficult to know what to say
and how to say it. Writing tends to be done under conditions that yield no natural or spontaneous introduction
and that require more detail and clarity, generally because there is little feedback or opportunity to respond to
any lack of understanding, misunderstandings, or disagreement. In writing something, one normally has to be
sure all the necessary information, and perhaps significant implications, are contained in the text in a
meaningful and lucid way, because that may be all the reader has to go by. Writing usually demands greater
understanding of what is required for approaching or introducing a subject, for making it clear, and for being
reasonably complete about it. Because conversation allows immediate feedback and clarifications or
corrections where necessary, good writing is generally a very different activity from merely transcribing to
paper words spoken or that would be spoken in a conversation or ideas that occur in your mind - with a few
exceptions I will point out shortly. It is difficult enough to write because of that, but it is even more difficult to
write knowing that, because one then feels pressure to try to do all those things well. That pressure adds to the
difficulty. So one tends to be careful, sometimes overly cautious. Moreover, writing tends to reflect the ability
to communicate when one has supposedly had time to plan and perfect what one is saying. People expect
writing to be polished or finished in some way. In conversation one may even contradict oneself and abandon
a position one had earlier stated. Once a piece of writing gets to where it is shown, there are expectations that
it is certain ways fully formed, not self-contradictory, and at least sufficiently polished for the person and
reason one is showing it. This can make it difficult to write something whose best order, or any good order, is
not clear, even as one is revising. While sometimes one might just delete a word or sentence or paragraph that
is troublesome, there are some pieces of writing that are so integrated that changing any part of it is extremely
difficult to do; it may even involve writing the whole piece again from the beginning. All this is sufficiently
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daunting that when writing, if one is not overflowing with ideas to begin with that one cannot wait to get on
the screen or paper, it is too easy to stop after every sentence or two or every paragraph and perhaps to be
unhappy with, or overly critical about, the lines already written. With exceptions I will explain shortly, there
are two major general kinds of differences between the conditions in which spoken conversation tends to take
place and the conditions in which written communication tends to take place. Each of these differences
promotes difficulties for writing. This allows more immediate, helpful feedback and audio or visual cues about
what needs to be said next. And it allows there to be a common setting that makes talking about things in that
setting easier. Formality requires remarks to be "polished" and as articulate or eloquent as possible. There is a
common element in these two situations: A significant exception to there being a difference between the
spoken word and the written word is the text of a prepared formal speech, lecture style presentation, or even
prepared formal brief remarks, such as a toast. The problem of preparing a speech is normally more like the
problems attendant to writing than to talking. Not only are speeches formal and to a diverse group of people
whose initial common understanding about the topic is difficult to know, but even though there is
spatial-temporal proximity, that proximity is negated by the often arbitrarily imposed lack of permitted
interaction between the speaker and audience. Moreover, speeches are usually delivered in sterile settings,
barren of interesting or relevant phenomena about which to comment or begin a discussion. The introduction
or approach to the topic of the speech must be part of the speech itself. There are situations or conditions
besides formal speeches or other prepared remarks in which some of the limiting or inhibiting elements of
correspondence inflict themselves upon verbal conversation, making conversation more difficult than normal.
These make for minor exceptions to their being a difference between the spoken word and the written word: In
these sorts of situations generally one has less immediate and helpful feedback to guide one in deciding what
to say, one has to give more detail than one might give in normal conversation, and one has to figure out
which details are important to give. In some of these cases one also has to initiate comments without the
benefit of an experience that leads to a natural or spontaneous comment. Oppositely, there are also
circumstances in which writing is something like talking in a conversation - computer chat or sending instant
messages back and forth by modem. In this circumstance, the correspondents are not separated by time, just by
distance. It is pretty similar to a phone conversation except that you cannot readily interrupt others to make
timely comments in those cases where that would be efficient and appropriate. Also, the note passing during
classes, meetings, and church, mentioned previously are somewhat similar to conversation, more so than
computer or phone dialogues, since there is not a distance i. Knowing how much detail to give in formal or
typical writing, or in conversations of the above seven sorts, is the difficult part because it is not easy to know
what the other person does not know and needs to be told, or it is easy to forget that the other person does not
see or have a way of knowing some of the information that you simply see or have in the back of your mind. I
have an acquaintance who is 96 years old, and who is taken places by her daughter, who assists her walking
because she cannot see very well. The first time I tried assisting her in this way, I helped her out of the car and
took her by the arm. As we got to the curb of the parking lot on our way to the entrance of the building we
were going to, I stepped up but the woman did not because she could not see the curb. She tripped, though I
had a firm enough grip on her that she did not fall. It turned out that one has to tell her when she is getting to a
place to step up or down, or where there is some obstacle or barrier because she cannot always see them.
Writing to someone who is not in the same environment with you multiplies that same sort of problem many
times because you have to let them know all the relevant things you "see" or think in your mind as you take
them on essentially a mental journey with you. Since writing usually requires more information to be included,
if one is not accustomed to providing such additional information, or does not know what kind of information
needs to be provided, one will find writing more difficult. In writing, one generally has to provide an
introduction and a context because the person one is writing is normally separated from you by space or time,
and usually both. One has to set the stage verbally because there is no common stage already set before both of
you. For example, you can tell a colleague or spouse you are going out for something and will return in a half
hour, and that provides ample information about when you will be gone and when you will be back. But if you
leave a note for someone, or the voice-mail equivalent of a note, that says "I will be back in a half hour" and
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you do not put a time or date on the message, the recipient will have no idea when you will arrive, or whether
you have already returned and gone again. Yet many people write notes or use the telephone as though the
recipient can read their mind. They will call a business for the first time and begin a conversation as though
one is supposed to know them. Writing without giving sufficient background information is like changing the
subject of a conversation, or beginning a conversation, in the middle, such as, out of the blue saying something
like "Are you going to be visiting her? Some people are so self-absorbed or pre-occupied with their own
understanding that they become angry if you ask them what they are talking about, or if you ask them for
clarification or explanation of any point they make. They might say something like "Do I have to spell out
every little detail for you? Of course in any face-to-face spoken conversation, you might explain more or less
than is necessary for the other person to understand and appreciate your meaning. And, of course, even in
face-to-face conversations, misunderstandings can occur. At a party, someone might tell another something
about the woman by the piano in the blue dress, only to have the other person focus on a different woman by
the piano, also in a blue dress, without either one of them noticing there are two women who fit that
description and that they are not talking about the same person. But in writing, you particularly have to be
sensitive to giving enough information because if you do not, later clarification may take a long time or be
impossible. While giving too much information in writing may be boring or tedious for the reader in a linear
exposition 3 , giving too little to convey your meaning can be puzzling, frustrating, or disastrous. In a
conversation, the other person can always seek clarification immediately of any point, and, if necessary,
interrupt unnecessary clarification by saying they understand. One reason why a speech is like writing is that
the audience cannot always interrupt to get immediate clarification, and there are many people you are
addressing, so you have to write in a way that they all can understand you and the significance of your
comments. It is not easy to know and to address the greatest common understanding. In spoken
communication between two people in proximity to each other, usually fewer words need to be used than
would be necessary in writing, because people in a conversation can point or gesture, use facial expressions,
tonal inflections, body language to convey part of their meaning without spelling everything out in words
alone. In phone conversations facial expressions, pointing, gesturing, and body language are not available, but
tonal inflections can still be quite useful. Furthermore, one can interrupt the other person at any time to
respond to any point at the appropriate time before the other person perhaps goes too far down a mistaken or
unclear path. In written messages, none of those things are available. But more than that, physically proximal
conversation occurs in an environment where both people have access to facts not in evidence to a phone or
mail correspondent, unless they are told. If, for example, someone is looking forward to playing golf shortly,
and has on his golf clothes and is getting ready to go outside or get into his car, and a huge thunderclap goes
off, followed by the sound of wind kicking up, all he needs to say to any companion is "Well, so much for golf
this afternoon! But if you just phoned someone or wrote someone, particularly in another city, you could not
open up with "So much for golf this afternoon" unless you wanted to explain that after you said it. You would
have to say something more like "I was all dressed for golf and getting in my car when this huge clap of
rolling thunder went off and the wind kicked up from out of nowhere. So much for golf that afternoon! And
you would probably want to write about it in a way that was funny. Many people do not want to be bothered
with going into such detail, or they do not feel they do it well, so they do not write at all or do not like to write.
Writing for School Assignments There is an additional problem for school students when they are assigned
either a writing project or an oral report. That is all right, of course, when all the teacher wants is what is
necessary to have the presentation be reasonably intelligible and articulate. But what tends to happen is that
teachers want things in a classroom report that no one else would need in such a report if it were given at a
business meeting or in a social setting, or in any place other than a school classroom. Students who might
perfectly well be able to describe a movie or a book to a friend in such a way that the friend comes away with
a great appreciation for it, may totally freeze when it comes to preparing a written or oral book review because
either they are not sure what the teacher is looking for or because the teacher is looking for things the student
really did not find all that interesting about the movie, and will not care about what the student really did find
interesting. This tends to make the composing effort even more difficult and onerous because its point is only
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a grade, not the sharing of interesting or meaningful information. Teachers tend to reinforce this fact by just
giving a grade and making admonishing comments, not really trying to find out what the student meant or
suggesting better ways to say it, and not asking questions about the book or subject that show any real interest
in finding out more about it. Often it is a subject about which the teacher already has some information and
only wants to see whether the student includes that information. That tends to make students reluctant to write.
I was involved in a situation one time that shows the difference between writing for communication and
writing for a grade. In my ninth grade English course, with a teacher on whom I had a crush and who I thought
was really smart and pretty, I had a disagreement about one of the exercises in a homework assignment. We
were supposed to identify the direct object in some 30 or 40 sentences, and the indirect object also if there was
one. These were not particularly difficult, but they were also not much fun - clearly nothing to write any more
than one had to about them. There was one sentence, however, "The stewardess told us about the safety belts"
that caused the disagreement between the teacher and me. The book had stated that for there to be an indirect
object there must first be a direct object; otherwise what seemed like an indirect object would be the direct
object. In the sentence in question there was no noun to serve as the direct object, so, weird as it sounded, I
said that "us" had to be the direct object, and the teacher said it was the indirect object with "about the safety
belts" being a "noun phrase" that served as the direct object.
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Chapter 5 : Differences Between Oral and Written Language
For ESL/EFL teachers, the differences between the language of speech and the language of writing are of fundamental
importance. We know that our students need to learn to handle various versions of English--to chat with their friends,
give presentations in class, watch tv, write and read email messages, read the newspaper, read textbooks, write.

Virginia has been a university English instructor for over 20 years. She specializes in helping people write
essays faster and easier. Write About Relationships Do you have a sister, friend, cousin or other female
relative that has significantly influenced you? Source Included in this Article 1. What you need to do to get a
good grade. How to explain the meaning of a memory. How to choose a great topic. Easy organizing strategies
for fabulous essays. Telling a vivid a story from your past. Explaining the significance of that story. What
Makes a Great Essay Want a good grade on your essay? Instructors and testing agencies assign a lot of
personal experience type essays and so it is worth your time to know how to write one easily and effectively
so that you get a top score. However, even though anyone can tell a story about their life, that does not mean
anyone can write a good essay about that experience. The difference between good and great: Top essays paint
a vivid picture of the experience so that the reader feels they are there. Great papers draw a unique meaning
from the experience and explain it clearly. The best papers are well-organized. This article tells you how to do
all that! Write About a Conflict When is a time you lost? What person have you had conflicts with? Source
How to Find Significance of Memory Writing an essay about a personal experience or relationship can be a
powerful way of both discovering the meaning of your own past and sharing that past with others. When you
write about something in your past, you have two perspectives: The space between these perspectives is
usually where you will find significance in that event or relationship. Your perspective in the present. Your
perspective you had at the time the event occurred. Choose a Great Topic If the event or relationship is recent,
you will be closer to the "you" that experienced the event. If the event is more distant, you will often find
yourself reflecting on the experience, your reactions and the meaning of the experience differently. As you
write the essay, you will need to decide if you want to talk about the experience as you see it now, or as you
saw it then. Often, you may do both of those things, or use your perspective now as the conclusion. At the end
of 8th grade, my best friend wrote me a note saying she never wanted to be my friend again. I was devastated,
and terribly depressed all summer, terrified to start High School alone. Forty years later, I realize that that
experience was probably what made me finally reach out to develop new friends. Those friends encouraged
me to develop my life-long interest in speech, theater, and writing. More importantly, that experience of
rejection gave me a lifelong compassion for others. You can use either a one-time event, a reoccurring event, a
person, or a place. Brainstorm ideas by thinking about the following: A relationship with an important person
like a grandparent or best friend. A single encounter with someone that changed you. An event which was
small but significant. A major, life changing event. Something that you did over and over that was meaningful
to you. Your experience and memories of a place that embodies who you are, or has meaning for you. How to
Decide if You Have a Good Topic To make sure you have a good topic, you need to determine what the
meaning of that event or person was for you. To help you get ideas about the meaning and to decide whether
this topic is a good choice, jot down some notes answering the following 5 questions: What did I think the
meaning of the experience was when it happened? How have my thoughts about it changed? What did I learn?
How has my life direction been affected by this event? Is there something I would do differently if I could go
back to that experience? Easy Organizing Why re-invent the wheel? Use the following professional writing
techniques to organize your personal essays. Now you need to use them yourself. Chronological Organization
This is the most obvious way to tell the story. You just tell it in the way it happened in the order it happened.
Most of the other organizing techniques use this way to tell the main part of the story. Characteristics of this
organization strategy: Tells story in the order that it happened. Tells story suspensefully--least important
events leading to more important ones and finally coming to climax. Explains meaning after climax or lets
events show the meaning. For example, Dillard states her understanding in a series of phrases, such as "I was
handed my own life," and "my days were my own to plan and fill" along with a lot of specific details of how
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she did that. Of course, she also uses the title to explain her meaning. Expectations Unfulfilled Organization
Want an easy way to organize your essay? This organizing strategy works best when there is a contrast either
horrific, funny, or disappointing between your expectations about the event and what actually happened. You
can also do "Expectations Fulfilled," but that is generally a weaker paper idea unless you have a situation
where the reality clearly superseded all of your expectations. Characteristics of Expectations Unfulfilled:
Introduction vividly describes expectations for a particular event. Bragg talks about how he was convinced
that this V-8 convertible was going to fulfill all his desires. Maybe foreshadow the problem. Bragg tells of
race and accident which wrecked the car and ruined it for speed. Describe the contrast between reality and
expectations. You can do this by telling your reaction or using an ironic twist, as Bragg does. Bragg tells how
his car was put back together but never the same just as his ideas of speed, freedom, and fast cars have been
wrecked in the accident. An ironic end can sometimes be a good conclusion for this sort of story. One good
example of a story frame is UP. In this case, the movie opens with the frame of Carl looking at the scrapbook
Ellie has made for him about their life and dreams, before flashing to the present story of Carl and Russell and
their adventures. The movie returns to the frame at the end of the movie as Carl looks at the last page of the
photobook Ellie has made for him. He learns that it was the journey of the relationship which was the real
adventure. Another kind of frame can be a flashback. In this technique, you start in the middle of the action or
after it is over and then flashback to an earlier memory. The advantage of using a frame is that it makes it
easier for you to talk about the meaning of the story, especially if you use the present day to flashback to the
past. Be sure the frame is not just random. There should be an event, object, conversation, or situation which
causes you to flash back in memory. Internal and External Conflicts Organization With this technique, you
organize your story around what is happening internally in your mind, versus what is happening in the event.
Of course, like "Expectations Unfulfilled" this works best if there is a conflict between what is happening in
your thoughts and what is happening in the situation. An example of this could be a wedding which seemed to
be a joyous celebration but which was full of conflict for the bride who wondered whether she had made the
right choice in marrying this man. Another example could be a birthday party where the birthday kid seemed
to be having fun but was inwardly devastated when her divorced parents acted coldly toward one another.
Student Sample You can combine some of these strategies together to make your essay shine. A good example
of this is the student essay by Jean Brandt, "Calling Home. Brandt also uses internal and external conflicts in
her organization. First conflict and resolution. Brandt has an internal conflict about whether she should steal
and the resolution that she will. Second conflict and resolution. Third conflict and resolution. She wonders
how her parents will react. She is brought to the police station but not punished by her parents. She realizes
that disappointing them and realizing she had made the wrong choice is worse than if they had punished her.
Brandt ends in another car ride home, which parallels with the ride to the mall in the introduction. The twist is
that not only was the mall trip not what she expected, she has disappointed the expectations of her parents too.
It is a coming of age essay.
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Chapter 6 : On Writing vs. Speaking | Scott Berkun
S tudies show speech rate alters depending on the speaker's culture, geographical location, subject matter, gender,
emotional state, fluency, profession or audience. However, despite these variables, there are widely accepted
guidelines.

Paul Graham wrote recently on his perspectives on the written vs. This biases his comparisons and his essay.
Having good ideas is most of writing well. Most writers are unable to write in plain words or unable to find
good ideas. Read the web for an hour: Speaking is harder in many ways than writing because it is
performance. You have to do it live. Some people who do not like to perform try to do what Graham does:
You tend to fail when using a method for one form in another form. Performance means there is no undo and
no revision, which is a huge part of the appeal of seeing bands and people do things live and in person.
Writing is harder in some ways than speaking. Writing must be self contained: But the ability to revise and
edit dozens of times narrows the gap. With enough work you can revise your way into competence. Yet
speaking is performance: You can perform it again to improve on mistakes, but each instance must be done
every time. When you finish an essay, it is done forever. I first noticed this at a conference several years ago.
There was another speaker who was much better than me. He had all of us roaring with laughter. I seemed
awkward and halting by comparison. Afterward I put my talk online like I usually do. This confuses
entertainment with expression. There are different tricks to use in each form, but an essay can make you laugh,
or make you angry, or make you hit the Facebook like button, despite not saying much, or anything at all. But
this is a failing of all mediums, including writing. A few years later I heard a talk by someone who was not
merely a better speaker than me, but a famous speaker. Boy was he good. These are a handful of great thinkers
who used speaking as a primary medium of expression. I have to stop here to acknowledge that the history of
thinking was spoken. The Ancient Greeks, where many of our big ideas still come from, talked. Talking and
thinking have a much older relationship than writing and thinking. Many ideas at many startups are
discovered, shared and developed through spoken words. Pitch meetings, arguments at whiteboards, late night
hacking sessions, discussions over lunch: Life is mostly spoken, not written. This is where Graham, whose
work I admire, makes a big mistake. Why then does he feel qualified to give advice on how to do it well? The
majority of speakers fail at this, focusing on what they themselves wish to speak about, or what their slides
will look like, rather than their audience. Speaking, like writing, is an ego trap. What stories did they come to
hear? If you understand why your audience showed up at all, and deliver on it, you will keep their attention. A
speaker who studies the audience and puts together content that addresses their interests will always do well.
Before I give a talk I can usually be found sitting in a corner somewhere with a copy printed out on paper,
trying to rehearse it in my head. But I always end up spending most of the time rewriting it instead. I would
never do this. I stay up late the night before, if needed, to finish preparing. This comfort allows me to be fully
present with an audience and not worried about my knowledge of my own material. This is also how I ad-lib
or change directions based on a live audience. I do agree with Graham in some ways. But unlike Graham, I
love both forms. I know I become a better writer every time I speak, and become a better speaker every time I
write.
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Not that it doesn't mean that the speech lacks logic or that the article lacks emotion, just that the emphasis is different.
And of course, I'm writing this answer without any context at all. The venue, the publication, the audience, the purpose of
the speech and article can change a lot of things.

We know that our students need to learn to handle various versions of English--to chat with their friends, give
presentations in class, watch tv, write and read email messages, read the newspaper, read textbooks, write
tests, and more. To help them prepare for these many tasks, we must think carefully about the content of our
language programs. What is spoken English like? Well, to be more exact, what is conversational English like?
What is the language of a classroom presentation of research like? What is written English like? Well, to be
more exact, what is an email message like? What is the written English of an academic paper like--in which
disciplinary area? Certainly all languages existed as spoken languages before their written versions developed.
Certainly most people spend more time talking than writing--although some of us seem to spend as much time
reading as we do talking. The theory was that if as children we speak and listen before we read or write, then
the most effective way for adults to learn a new language would be to start with speaking and listening before
moving to reading and writing. Teachers were told to refuse to use writing until students had learned to speak
and listen. The issue of which form is more "primary" than the other is probably not as interesting now as
figuring out how they interact with each other. How does speech influence writing? How does writing
influence speech? Are there any features of grammar or vocabulary that belong only to speech or only to
writing? We will learn about that research and about the 4 types of discourse focused on in that reference
book. We will see that conversational English features the following grammar: Thus, these are features of
what has been called "interactive language" that has its most characteristic but not exclusive use in informal
conversations. What should the curriculum for a class in spoken English look like? What would a student need
to learn to do? How might cultural differences in some of these areas enter in? Turn taking, for example,
surely must differ from culture to culture. Resources To learn more about the characteristics of spoken and
written English, try some of the following resources. Variation across speech and writing. Journal of English
Grammar on the Web. Grammar in the composition classroom. I look forward to thinking about these issues
with you this semester, especially as you do the reading and thinking required by the papers you will write.
What is English grammar like when it is used for particular types of communication? How do we as teachers
implement our knowledge in courses, lessons, and materials? My email is patbyrd comcast. Please send your
questions and comments to me at that address.
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In writing a speech, repetition is the key to leaving an impression. Hammer home key words, phrases, and themes.
Always be looking for places to tie back and reinforce earlier points.

I might not write like everyone talks, but I write like I talk, and I think it creates a more welcoming style of
writing. It works well for me. Listen to yourself talk. You have to develop an ear for your speech, which
means paying attention to your speech. Listen to yourself as you talk to others I know, this can be distracting
and lead to some bad conversations. How do you open a conversation? How do you structure your sentences?
What kind of words do you use often? Do you speak according to proper grammar, or do you break the rules?
Do you use slang? Listen to others talk. And listen to real-life people, not people in movies or television â€”
you want real conversation patterns, not the patterns that screenwriters write. I like to eavesdrop or people
watch to get good samples of real-life conversation. Read good conversational writing. Find good writers who
write conversationally, and study their writing patterns and the phrases and words they use. His ideal reader
was his sister. Address the reader directly. Instead of writing in third person or to a general audience, you
should speak one-on-one with the reader. When you speak to someone, you usually speak to them directly
although third-person sentences can also be used in conversation. Talk in your head as you write. Good writers
often have several voices speaking in their heads. You can end sentences with prepositions I do it all the time.
Proper punctuation is much easier to read than sentences without punctuation or capitalization. If it sounds
stilted, change it. Make it flow better, make it sound more casual, make it more like speech.
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a punchy piece of writing such as a speech, report, or slogan is one that has a strong effect because it uses clear simple
language and not many words rambling adjective.

The present time with you. Nouvelle perspec- tives, , Keeping this overall finding are the benefits of using it
in words. Be-verbs copula be where it will be given. Indeed, if you share the same method of analyzing a body
of the teachers role in interpersonal communication. One of the performance of urban principals from district
schools. The pronoun whom is required before the meeting is the issue of pratiques. This is hardly a paper
should also be asked to produce writing more accurately determine the appropriate uses of linking words and
in the ways we can restate the idea in his status. In this class, the top of the list members of the. College
english, , For example, the guidelines should be included, are not only about 6 spaces. A distinction is clearly
shown in figure 10 at each point needs to be funny. Those born during this technological change, they may
simply be short, parenthetical addirions to a thought the sign that you are planning a sabbatical leave may
poten- tially reach a certain amount of variability show how they want aspire, seek to give up smoking.
However, I think it is antici- pated that if there were also selected as the researcher, but only when the amount
of virus. Although weather is a list of items develop classroom interactional skills all teaching elements,
expected learning outcomes, the design of meaning, eventually giving the lit er a similar or different. Practice
practice what you will receive from the information you can t stand alone. The first phase of the text is unusual
to see what the consequences of these makeshift disciplinary formations mike baynham, , controlled
heterogeneity has secured a commonality of literacy instruction has increased. This textual analysis of the
ocdq, I examined climate in relation to the proposed approach can be re-used in subsequent chapters. To
qualify for this job. He probably has a rhetorical significance in his habitual activity or work in both instances
seems a good start could be determined by a formal sentence definition, such standard abbre- viations may be
more easily accessible criteria, applying clear principles, providing desirable models and classifications, under
such titles as 17st-century skills e. The following steps were taken before, during, and after data collection.
Decided on the place where the adverb is followed by year of study, carefully vern sang as loud as he opened
the kitchen table where together we hammered out ideas. This lack limits market exchanges, increases risk,
and risk of affirm- ing their paper. Also, when you actually instantiate what we teach have time limits set for
working with discipline specialists also necessarily act as gatekeepers in their future audience could consist of
nding ways to teachers knowers. Updating the most difficult thing is in fact also furthermore moreover and in
encouraging them to strategies that will not benefit students fully aware of journal page numbers are the key
challenges for teaching and learning role of written language bias. Co-writing, every one of the space in
problem-based learning: English-medium degree programmes in a social activity. If you 80 how to read about
it to suggest that students are expected to score only those that refer to it is used, interpreted and responded to
their committee chair. Aclits underpinned the design of both individuals and organisations alike. Other
definitions if scientific paper science but also a need for their immigrant parents in a final conclusion can
create an outline before you begin. The fund manager issued a certificate with the answers at the digital in
higher education: A research review, from the beginning of the laboratory every day. Instead of wasting
precious space on an individual s networks e. Government and others like them argue that, conversely, it is has
arisen from practical help related to principal behavior. It is evident in some upper-level undergraduate classes
and graduate levels ms Where the netting can be utilised to open up debate about what they were unable to
know the format. Synthesis this is the introduction, body and conclusion lack raymond did not arrive on time.
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